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1. In the original The Legend of  Zelda, one of  theseobjects is the original name of  an item that is
used "where the faeries don't live" to find the Level 7 dungeon. On the Wii's Mii Channel, pressing
a button shaped like this object caused all Miis to arrange themselves into a handy grid. Using this
object in the Pikmin series causes endangered and idle Pikmin to instantly (*) come to Olimar or
Alph's side. In Super Mario Bros. 3, players can skip to later worlds by using a rare "Warp" variety of, for 10
points, what noisy objects used by referees in Madden NFL?
ANSWER: whistles [accept Magic Whistle or Warp Whistle; do not accept or prompt on "flute"]
<Vopava>

2. One episode of  this show concerns a boy named Reedwho uses his father's gun to shoot
watermelons for fun. One of  this show's main charactersaids TJ, a star basketball player who
suffers from dyscalculia, by doing his math homework. Jonah, the constantly-smiling ex-boyfriend
of  this show's title character, captains the SpaceOtters (*) ultimate frisbee team. This show's central
trio, the "Good Hair Crew," includes Cyrus, who is the first gay main character on a Disney Channel series.
Asher Angel and Peyton Elizabeth Lee play middle schoolers in, for 10 points, what Disney teen
comedy-drama?
ANSWER: Andi Mack <Vopava>

3. This word followed by an exclamation point titles an album containing the singles
"Crushcrushcrush" and "That's What You Get," which was a breakout record for Paramore. This
is the last word in the name of  a music group thatentered the Cathedral of  Christ the Savior to
stage a "punk prayer" in 2012, leading three members to be (*) arrested for hooliganism. A feminist
punk movement from the 1990s is named for this word followed by "grrl." An anti-Putin, all-woman
Russian punk group has a name ending in, for 10 points, what word for a violent ruckus?
ANSWER: riot [or Riot!; or riot grrl; or P***y Riot] <Gupta>

4. Members of  this college's 1964 championship football team included future Cowboys figures
Jerry Jones and Jimmy Johnson. In 2019 Barry Lunney Jr. coached this team for two games after
their prior coach was fired. Hunter Henry won the John Mackey award while playing for this
school. Bobby Petrino infamously quit coaching the (*) Atlanta Falcons in the middle of  a season to
accept a coaching job at this school, who competes in the Battle Line Rivalry with Missouri. A charging pig
appears in the logo of, for 10 points, what college based in Fayetteville and nicknamed the Razorbacks?
ANSWER: University of Arkansas [prompt on Razorbacks before "Razorbacks"] <Andert>

5. It's not meatballs, but a rain of  these food itemsoccurs near the start of Cloudy with a Chance of
Meatballs. At the end of  a 2004 film, a large amountof  these food items are paid for by a
drug-addled Neil Patrick Harris. A phone shaped like one of  these foods is used by the title
character of  (*)Juno. A "Big Kahuna" variety of  these items is discussed in Pulp Fiction, which also contains
a scene detailing how, in France, a type of  them isnamed a "Royale with Cheese." For 10 points, what items
are sought by the title stoners of Harold and Kumar Go to White Castle?
ANSWER: hamburgers [accept cheeseburgers or similar answers describing burgers; prompt on Big Mac]
<Nelson>
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6. A Super 8 recording of  a monitor in Australia isthe highest quality recording of  this TV event, in
part because the SSTV footage was taped over. This event marked the first time the BBC stayed on
air overnight. Footage of  this event accompanied thephrase "Ladies and gentleman, rock and roll"
in the opening seconds of  (*)MTV's first broadcast. 93 percent of  Americans tuned into this event,
despite it occuring near midnight on a Sunday. Stanley Kubrick has been alleged by conspiracy theorists to
have used a soundstage to create, for 10 points, what 1969 visit to the Sea of  Tranquility?
ANSWER: Apollo 11 landing [accept answers like the moon landing or the first moon landing]
<Nelson>

7. Jaggery and this food product comprise the original and most common variety of  chikki, an
Indian snack. "Runner" and "Spanish" are varieties of  this food. The man who designed the Oreo
cookie also designed a sandwich cookie for Nabisco that is shaped like this food item. In a 2020
advertisement, the Kool-Aid Man's (*) tears enabled the replacement of  one of  these foods, who was
bizarrely killed off  in a previous ad, to be reintroducedas a baby. A monocle was worn by a prominent
mascot resembling, for 10 points, what items cultivated by George Washington Carver?
ANSWER: peanuts [prompt on nuts; do not accept or prompt on "peanut butter"] <Nelson>

8. This group was the first to record the anti-Vietnam song "War," which later became a hit for
Edwin Starr. In 1968 the members of  this group firedtheir lead singer, who wrote a song claiming
he would "beg and plead for your sympathy." A 12-minute version of  "Papa Was a Rollin' Stone"
was a hit for this group, whose 1969 song "Cloud Nine" was the first (*) Motown song to win a
Grammy. In a 1964 single, this group sings, "I guess you'd say / What can make me feel this way?" For 10
points, name this legendary all-black vocal group who sang "Just My Imagination" and "My Girl."
ANSWER: The Temptations <Vopava>

9. This actor is seen making numerous speakerphone calls as he races to a London hospital in a
2013 film in which he plays the only character who appears on screen. Chris Pine, Reese
Witherspoon, and this star of Locke played CIA agents in a love triangle in the singularly bad 2011
romcom This Means War. This man's purported ability to "act with only his eyes" is why
Christopher Nolan usually (*) covers his face with masks, including in Dunkirk and The Dark Knight Rises.
For 10 points, name this English actor who played Eddie Brock, the host to the title symbiote in Venom.
ANSWER: Tom Hardy [or Edward Thomas Hardy] <Vopava>

10. In his 1999 season with the Devil Rays, this man became the first baseball player to hit 30 home
runs for four different teams. In 1993 Carlos Martinez hit a home run that bounced into the stands
off  of  this man's head. The bookVindicated is the follow up to a 2005 book by this first member of
the 40/40 club; that book  levied (*) accusations against Jason Giambi (jee-AHM-bee) and numerous other
MLB stars. Baseball's steroid scandal was intensified by Juiced, a book by, for 10 points, what Cuban slugger
who formed the "Bash Brothers" with Mark McGwire on the Oakland A's?
ANSWER: José Canseco (kan-SAY-koh) [or José Canseco Capas Jr.] <Vopava>
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11. This artist sings "It's raining, it's pouring / My love life is boring me to tears" at the start of  a
1978 duet with Donna Summer. An "effect" named for this singer is inspired by her 2003 attempt to
suppress photos of  her Malibu mansion, which onlyfueled more interest in that mansion. This
singer's name is the only lyric spoken in a 2010 disco-house hit for the duo (*) Duck Sauce. This
woman's hits include "The Way We Were" and "Evergreen," theme songs to 1970s movies she starred in.
For 10 points, name this Jewish actress and singer known as "Babs."
ANSWER: Barbra (Joan) Streisand <Vopava>

12. Description acceptable. In this work, a chart helps illustrate how a decline in prosperity
progresses from "great" to "ok, i guess." This work begins in the year "negative a billion" and
describes Europe as wanting to sell "clocks and guns and Jesus." The subject of  this work by Bill
Wurtz becomes closed "except for the (*) Dutch" and responds "how bout I do anyway?" to a League of
Nations objection to its invasion of  Manchuria.  For10 points, name or describe this bizarre but educational
viral video chronicling events in an Asian island nation.
ANSWER: history of  japan [accept similar answers describing a video about Japan's history] <Andert>

13. In 2003 a goalie for this NHL team earned the Conn Smythe Trophy despite his team losing the
Stanley Cup Finals to the Devils. This team traded for Chris Pronger before the 2006-07 NHL
season, in which they won the Stanley Cup. This team joined the NHL alongside the Florida
Panthers in 1993 and used its first draft pick on its first major star, Paul (*) Kariya ("Korea"). Ryan
Getzlaf  is the captain of  this team, whose home arenawas once known as the "Arrowhead Pond." A Disney
film about a youth hockey team inspired the name of, for 10 points, what formerly "Mighty" NHL team?
ANSWER: Anaheim Ducks [accept either] <Nelson>

14. A ginger boy in this movie takes pains to clarify that he is not dressed as a clown, but a
17th-century Pierrot (p'yair-OH). While preparing backstage for a production of Bye Bye Birdie, a
high schooler in this film decides to pop what she thinks is an enormous (*) zit. At this movie's end,
Stella sets up a sequel by vowing to find out what happened to Chuck and Auggie, the latter of  whomwas
dragged under his bed by a ghost after he unknowingly acted out the plot of  "The Big Toe." For 10 points,
name this 2019 film based on a children's horror book series.
ANSWER: Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark <Vopava>

15. An action named for this type of  person is thetitle track of  the pop singer Sigrid's debut album.
Wiz Khalifa, X Ambassadors, and many others appear on a track off  theSuicide Squad soundtrack
named for this type of  person. A 2014 song that repeatedlyasks "do you get it now?" is titled for
this type of  person and appears on a namesake albumby (*) Charli XCX. For a 2019 hit, a pop trio
describes being this type of  person by noting "Yousay the word and I'll go anywhere blindly." The Jonas
Brothers sang about being, for 10 points, what type of  gullible person "for you"?
ANSWER: sucker(s) [accept "Sucker Punch" or "Sucker for Pain" or sucker for you] <Nelson>
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16. Jimmy Walker and Rip Taylor appear on a fictional game show in this film titled Celebrity
Ding-Dang-Dong. A man in this film played by Tim Curry is scared away by an inflatable clown, as
well as with the help of  a Talkboy, a toy that usesa (*) cassette tape to record and replay audio. A
prominent public figure became furious upon learning the CBC's version of  this film removed a brief  cameo
of  him giving directions in the Plaza Hotel. KevinMcCallister again foils a pair of  bandits in, for10 points,
what 1992 sequel about a boy who is "Lost in New York"?
ANSWER: Home Alone 2: Lost in New York [do not accept or prompt on "Home Alone"] <Nelson>

17. After inventing time travel, this character changes his name to Professor Time for branding
purposes. Because he was raised by ocelots, this character was briefly able to become an O.W.C.A.
agent. In many appearances, this character designs overly-complicated inventions that typically
end with the (*) suffix "-inator" (ih-NAY-ter). This father of  a teenage girl named Vanessa is typically
thwarted by the pet of  a pair of  step-brothers ontheir summer vacation. Perry the Platypus is the nemesis
of, for 10 points, what mad scientist from Phineas and Ferb?
ANSWER: Dr. Heinz Doofenshmirtz [or Dr. D.; accept any underlined portion] <Rao-Pothuraju>

18. In a March 2019 game, this NBA player was ejected for staring down Kris Dunn. Kobe Bryant's
late daughter Gianna claimed her favorite player to watch was this man, who briefly wore a #8
jersey the day of  Bryant's death. In college, thisman tallied a record-tying 22 assists in a game and
led the nation in both points and assists in his one year at (*) Oklahoma. John Collins runs a pick and
roll with this player, who was taken fifth overall in the 2018 draft by the Mavericks before being traded for
Luka Dončić (DON-chich). The Atlanta Hawks are led by, for 10 points, what point guard named Trae?
ANSWER: Trae Young [or Rayford Trae Young] <Nelson>

19. Dr. Silken Floss often assists a villain named for this animal who is typically unseen except for
his distinctive gloved hands; that villain, whose real name is Zitzbath Zark, is the archnemesis of
the Spirit. Originally, the DC character Topo was one of  these animals who aided Arthur Curry. The
de facto leader of  the Sinister (*)Six is named after this animal, whose head is replaced with a skull in the
logo of  the evil organization Hydra. For 10 points,name this aquatic animal that names a frequent
Spider-Man enemy who has multiple mechanical arms.
ANSWER: octopus(es) [accept The Octopus or Dr. Octopus] <Vopava>

20. An abused immigrant with this first name befriends Theo Decker in the novel and film The
Goldfinch. Caillou's (kye-YOO's) father has this first name. Jemaine Clement played a one-armed
villain with this name also known as "The Animal" in Men in Black 3. A creature with this name is
repeatedly called "creepy crawly" in a song by (*) The Who. Natasha Fatale (fuh-TAHL) accompanies a
villain with this first name, whose name is a pun on the title figure of  an Alexander Pushkin play. "Badenov"
(BAD-uh-noff) is the surname of  aRocky and Bullwinkle character with, for 10 points, what name shared by the
UK's Prime Minister?
ANSWER: Boris [accept Boris Pavlikovsky or Boris the Animal or Boris the Spider or Boris Badenov or
Boris Johnson] <Nelson>
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1. After Neil Perry dies, Headmaster Nolan grows suspicious of  this group's purpose and forces it to
disband. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this quasi-secret group that Neil and his schoolmates form in a 1989 film upon learning that Mr.
Keating had led it when he attended Welton Academy.
ANSWER: (the) Dead Poets Society
[10] In the film Dead Poets Society, Mr. Keating is played by this beloved actor and comedian who died by
suicide in 2014.
ANSWER: Robin (McLaurin) Williams
[10] After Neil's death and the disbanding of  theDead Poets Society, Mr. Keating is fired from Welton
Academy; in response, his students passionately quote this poem about a figure who is "fallen cold and
dead" while standing on their desks.
ANSWER: "O Captain, My Captain!" <Vopava>

2. Some sources claim that this phrase was adapted from an exclamation in the novel Finnegans Wake by a
man falling from a ladder. For 10 points each:
[10] Give this four-syllable nonsense phrase, which is the final lyric in the chorus of  a Beatles song that
begins "I am here as you are here as you are me and we are all together."
ANSWER: koo koo ka choo [accept close four-syllable approximations like goo goo g'joob or koo koo
k'joob]
[10] In a likely allusion to "I Am the Walrus," the phrase "koo koo ka choo" also appears in one chorus of
this 1968 song, which has another chorus that name-drops Joe DiMaggio.
ANSWER: "Mrs. Robinson"
[10] Other sources posit that "koo koo ka choo" was inspired by a similar phrase often used by this
messy-haired flapper girl, who appeared in numerous animated short films in the 1930s.
ANSWER: Betty Boop <Vopava>

3. Because many members of  its writing staff  heldPh.D's, the animated series Futurama contained numerous
impressively specific math and science jokes. For 10 points each:
[10] Writer Ken Keeler devised a new mathematical theorem to solve a problem posed by an episode in
which the show's characters, including this protagonist who is cryogenically frozen in the show's pilot,
repeatedly switch bodies.
ANSWER: Philip J. Fry [The theorem concerned how many extra people are needed to swap everyone
back into their original body, assuming the same switch could never happen twice.]
[10] In another episode, Fry and Bender obtain beer that is sold in one of  these impossible "bottles"with a
non-orientable surface.
ANSWER: Klein bottles [accept Klein beer]
[10] The show also briefly featured this cleverly-named, four-dimensional space whale, whose name is
inspired by both a fictional whale and a one-sided mathematical surface.
ANSWER: Möbius Dick <Nelson>
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4. This character adopted Snuffles the Cat, whose crimes include scalping baseball tickets and selling nuclear
technology to Arab countries. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify this comic strip character who attempted to sell cookies to Rat and Pig in his first appearance.
ANSWER: Zebra
[10] Zebra, Rat, and Pig are characters in this comic strip written by Stephan Pastis. Its name comes from a
verse in the book of  Matthew.
ANSWER: Pearls Before Swine
[10] Pearls Before Swine has frequently mocked other comic strips, including multiple jabs at this circular,
single-panel comic created by Bil Keane. Jeffy and Dolly are among the children in this comic's
across-the-board unfunny family.
ANSWER: The Family Circus <Andert>

5. Analysis by the mathematician Ikjyot Singh Kohli (ICK-j'yoht "sing" KOH-lee) claims that this offense
provides for optimal spacing on the court. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this basketball offense scheme largely developed by Tex Winter. In practice, it works best for
teams with elite shooting guards.
ANSWER: triangle offense
[10] This coach, known as the "Zen Master," made very effective use of  the triangle offense. His 11 NBA
titles are the most of  any coach.
ANSWER: Phil Jackson [or Philip Douglas Jackson]
[10] The triangle offense is so named because of  its reliance on a three-man formation consisting of  aplayer
at a corner, a second at a wing, and a third, usually playing this largest basketball position, in the low post.
ANSWER: center [prompt on big man or similar] <Andert>

6. If  you're a nerd on YouTube, you've likely beenrecommended videos by Lindsay Ellis, a film critic known
for her irreverent, exhaustively-researched hot takes. For 10 points each:
[10] Ellis's video "Woke Disney" scrutinizes the questionable elements in Disney's remakes of  bothBeauty
and the Beast and this 2019 film about a flying elephant.
ANSWER: Dumbo
[10] In "My Monster Boyfriend," Ellis examines allegory in monster movies, beginning with a look at this
Mexican director's 2017 film The Shape of  Water.
ANSWER: Guillermo del Toro (Gómez)
[10] Ellis's video "Planting and Payoff" champions the screenplay of Mad Max: Fury Road, particularly for its
treatment of  this two-word line that Nux and other raiders scream before sacrificing themselves.
ANSWER: "Witness me!" <Vopava>
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7. Throughout the 2019 Major League Soccer season, league officials clashed with fans over the display of
political signs and banners. For 10 points each:
[10] The league banned anything bearing the logo of this anti-fascism group, which consists of  a circle
containing three arrows pointing down and to the left.
ANSWER: Iron Front
[10] Fans of  this west coast MLS team, which plays at CenturyLink Field and routinely led the league in
attendance before Atlanta United was founded, were especially critical of  the ban on Iron Front imagery.
ANSWER: Seattle Sounders (accept either)
[10] Sounders fans first displayed the Iron Front flag during a game against the Whitecaps, a team from this
nearby city that is also home to the NHL's Canucks.
ANSWER: Vancouver <Nelson>

8. One of  this show's protagonists becomes a viral sensation after being recorded screaming at a coal mining
protester. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2019 series about two TV co-hosts developing a rivalry after a co-worker, played by Steve
Carell, is fired over sexual misconduct allegations.
ANSWER: The Morning Show
[10] The Morning Show is a standout original program on a web-based platform exclusive to the TV app of
this company. Its other shows include the Jason Momoa sci-fi series See.
ANSWER: Apple [accept Apple TV or Apple TV+]
[10] This actress, who plays the embattled anchor Alex Levy on The Morning Show rose to fame playing
Rachel Green alongside Lisa Kudrow and Courteney Cox on Friends.
ANSWER: Jennifer (Joanna) Aniston <Nelson>

9. For 10 points each, answer the following about that meme where it looks like an angry woman is yelling at
a white cat:
[10] The woman in the meme is Taylor Armstrong, who did the yelling in an episode of  the "Beverly Hills"
version of  this extensive Bravo reality series.
ANSWER: The Real Housewives [accept The Real Housewives of  Beverly Hills]
[10] The cat in the meme, who has since amassed over 1 million Instagram followers, has this name. As a
verb, this name is also used for the act of  ritualisticallyburning sage or other herbs.
ANSWER: Smudge
[10] Coincidentally, Armstrong is also the woman seen in a viral image with a remarkably indifferent
expression on this log ride, which is a staple at multiple Disney theme parks and is horrifyingly based on
Song of  the South.
ANSWER: Splash Mountain <Nelson>
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10. In 1957, this TV show became the first series to show a toilet on screen, appearing in a scene in which
two boys hide an alligator in the back of  one. For10 points each:
[10] Name this 1950s sitcom whose title character is the seven-year old Theodore Cleaver.
ANSWER: Leave It to Beaver
[10] Leave It to Beaver only showed part of  a toilet on screen; the first to contain the sound of  a toilet flushing
was this pioneering sitcom featuring the bigoted Archie Bunker.
ANSWER: All in the Family
[10] Many actors on Leave It to Beaver also appeared on a show titled for this dog, who never actually rescued
Timmy from a well.
ANSWER: Lassie <Golden>

11. For 10 points each, answer the following about film characters who are saddled with comically dweeby
orthodontic headgear:
[10] Eunice (YOO-niss) Bates is an overeager headgear-clad lab partner that Viola (VYE-uh-luh) encounters at
Illyria High School in this 2006 Amanda Bynes comedy, one of  a rash of  teen films based on Shakespeare.
ANSWER: She's the Man [It's based on Twelfth Night.]
[10] Flashbacks in a 2005 remake depict this character as a headgear-wearing youth whose strict dentist
father refused to let him eat any candy; as an adult, he runs a candy factory and is played by Johnny Depp.
ANSWER: Willy Wonka [accept either name]
[10] While visiting her uncle's dentist's office, a headgeared little girl named Darla tries and fails to capture
this title character of  a 2003 film.
ANSWER: Nemo [accept Finding Nemo] <Vopava>

12. An early use of  this phrase occurs when instructing Jack to locate a wrench. For 10 points each:
[10] Give this innocuous three-word phrase repeatedly uttered by Frank Fontaine as a form of  subtle mind
control.
ANSWER: "Would you kindly?"
[10] The repeated use of  "Would you kindly?" is akey plot point in this 2007 video game, which is set in an
underwater city known as Rapture.
ANSWER: BioShock
[10] In another instance, Fontaine asks the player "would you kindly" be stepped on by one of  these
enemies, the guardians of  Little Sisters who wearenormous diving suits.
ANSWER: Big Daddy [or Big Daddies] <Nelson>
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13. This musician's true identity is unknown, since his stage name is admittedly a pseudonym and he always
appears wearing a mask with fringe. For 10 points each:
[10] "Name this gay Canadian country artist of  the song "Dead of  Night" and "Roses Are Falling."
ANSWER: Orville Peck [Some have speculated Peck is a persona of  punk drummer Daniel Pitout, but
really, nobody knows.]
[10] Despite clearly belonging to the country genre, this debut album by Peck was nominated for Best
Alternative Album at the 2020 Juno Awards. It shares its name with an animal, as well as an early hit by
Ginuwine (JIN-yoo-"wine").
ANSWER: Pony
[10] Acclaim for Pony helped Peck land a Thursday slot at the 2020 iteration of  this sprawling three-day
music festival held since 2001 in a namesake valley in southern California.
ANSWER: Coachella (Valley Music and Arts Festival) <Vopava>

14. This player was effectively suspended for twelve games in 2019 following a dirty hit on Jack Doyle, the
latest in a long line of  questionable tactics. For10 points each:
[10] Name this man, who has racked up over 5 million dollars in sanctions and fines playing with the
Bengals and Raiders.
ANSWER: Vontaze Burfict [or Vontaze DeLeon Burfict Jr.]
[10] One of  Burfict's most notorious hits came against this controversial wide receiver, who was briefly a
teammate of  Burfict with the Raiders, though he wascut before playing a game. He later had a similarly
short stint in New England.
ANSWER: Antonio Brown [or Antonio Tavaris Brown Sr.; prompt on AB]
[10] Burfict's 2019 suspension is the longest in NFL history; the second-longest, also issued in 2019, went to
Myles Garrett for assaulting Mason Rudolph with one of  these objects, which belonged to Rudolph.
ANSWER: (his) helmet <Vopava>

15. After years of  being only recognized as FrodoBaggins, Elijah Wood has spent the 2010s enjoying a nice
TV acting renaissance. For 10 points each:
[10] From 2011 to 2014 Wood starred on this FX series as Ryan, a neurotic stoner who regularly hallucinates
that his neighbor's dog is actually a man in a dog costume.
ANSWER: Wilfred
[10] Wood voiced Wirt in this acclaimed 2014 Cartoon Network Halloween limited series about two
brothers lost in a fanciful but threatening forest.
ANSWER: Over the Garden Wall
[10] Until 2017, Wood appeared as the bellhop-turned-sidekick Todd Brotzman on Dirk Gently's Holistic
Detective Agency, a show produced by this network. This U.S. network is co-owned by a namesake British
broadcaster.
ANSWER: BBC America [prompt on BBC] <Vopava>
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16. According to tradition, this cookie should be placed over the top of  a teacup, which makes it slightly
softer before eating it. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Dutch cookie made of  a layer of  caramelsyrup sandwiched between two thin, round,
lattice-print wafers.
ANSWER: stroopwafels (STROPE-vaa-ful or STROOP-"waffle")
[10] In 2019 McDonald's briefly sold four new menu items with global inspirations, including a version of
this McDonald's ice cream treat with mixed-in stroopwafel pieces.
ANSWER: McFlurry
[10] Stroopwafel proved to be one of  the most difficult technical challenges ever assigned by Prue Leith
(proo leeth) on this exceedingly pleasant culinary competition series. Its name is slightly different in the U.S.
due to a trademark owned by Pillsbury.
ANSWER: The Great British Bake Off [accept The Great British Baking Show or GBBO] <Vopava>

17. The fourth album of  this name was released between two other albums that shared the title I Am Not a
Human Being. For 10 points each:
[10] The singles "Hustler Musik," "Lollipop," and "6 Foot 7 Foot" all come from albums that, ignoring
numerical designations, share what two-word title?
ANSWER: Tha Carter
[10] "This rapper's actual last name is the source of  the titleTha Carter. He's also known by the nickname
"Weezy."
ANSWER: Li'l Wayne [prompt on "(Dwayne Michael) Carter (Jr.)"]
[10] Released in 2018, Tha Carter V ("five") was delayed for four years amidst Li'l Wayne's legal disputes with
this record label, particularly with its co-founder Birdman. Li'l Wayne had been one of  this label'snamesake
"Millionaires."
ANSWER: Cash Money Records [accept Cash Money Millionaires] <Vopava>

18. This film's protagonist casually takes off  her red leather heel and starts bludgeoning her Berlin contact
during a car ride after she realizes it's a set-up. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this stylish 2017 action film, in which Lorraine Broughton (BROW-tun) maims and kills countless
men in her hunt for a list of  Soviet and Western spies.
ANSWER: Atomic Blonde
[10] Atomic Blonde stars this actress, who played a Secretary of  State in the 2019 romcomLong Shot.
ANSWER: Charlize Theron (shar-LEEZ THAIR-un)
[10] The all-important list that Lorraine seeks in Atomic Blonde is recorded on microfilm hidden inside one of
these objects. Jesse Bradford starred in a 2002 family film about a kid who can stop time using one of  these
objects.
ANSWER: wristwatch <Vopava>
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19. When this woman cries in the night and dreams of  running away, she is assured with the words "baby, it's
okay, someday." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this woman, who "works the diner all day, working for her man," a reference to her lover,
Tommy.
ANSWER: Gina
[10] Gina and Tommy are the subjects of  this song,which states "we've got to hold on to what we've got"
and that it "doesn't make a difference if  we make it or not."
ANSWER: "Livin' On A Prayer"
[10] "Livin on a Prayer" is by this rock band, who included it on an album that also included "You Give
Love a Bad Name" and "Wanted Dead or Alive."
ANSWER: Bon Jovi <Rao-Pothuraju>

20. Analysis by Jon Bois suggests that this player would have led the MLB in on-base percentage in 2004
even if  he never swung his bat. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this San Francisco outfielder who hit 762 home runs over his career, the most in MLB history.
ANSWER: Barry (Lamar) Bonds
[10] Before Bonds played for San Francisco, he was a member of  this team. Willie Stargell holds this
franchise's all-time home run record.
ANSWER: Pittsburgh Pirates [accept either]
[10] After fashion designer Marc Ecko bought the ball that Barry Bonds hit to break the career home run
record, he used an internet poll to determine what to do with it. Ultimately, this action was taken with the
ball.
ANSWER: he put an asterisk on it [accept equivalents so long as an asterisk is mentioned; prompt on
branding it or similar] <Andert>


